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Catalog Your Notes with Notepiler 9
Published on 10/09/13
Onomaly Software announces version 5.0.0 of notepiler 9, designed exclusively for iOS 7.
Easily build and organize note collections into unique, visual archives that are truly
entertaining to use. Behold the big picture with easy previews of all your typed and
handwritten notes, photos, maps, sketches and audio recordings. Or, study the details with
full screen views to notes and attachments. Easily sort, search and color-code notes as
well as passcode protect classified groups and more.
Peoria, Illinois - Onomaly Software is proud to announce version 5.0.0 of notepiler 9,
designed exclusively for iOS 7. Easily build and organize note collections into unique,
visual archives that are truly entertaining to use. Behold the big picture with easy
previews of all your typed and handwritten notes, photos, maps, sketches and audio
recordings. Or, study the details with full screen access to all notes and attachments.
Look. Photos are stored at full resolution.
Listen. Playback recorded audio for one note or an entire group!
Line. Sketching and handwriting strokes are organic and fluid.
Locate. Stored maps can be viewed offline.
TNW states, "A visual note taking delight and so much more."
Features:
* Designed for iOS 7
* Sketch/Handwrite/Type notes
* Record/Playback audio
* Store street, satellite, and hybrid maps
* Pinch/Zoom full screen photos
* Add/Edit/Rename/Relocate groups
* Color-code notes
* Easily sort and search notes
* Use neon and standard sketcher palettes
* Enjoy advanced, ultra-fluid inking
* Find it fast with an attachment scanner and active thumbnails
* Passcode protect classified groups
* Duplicate/Edit/Share notes
* Select paper backgrounds
* Email notes/PDFs
* AirPrint notes
* Export to Dropbox
* Share between devices
Supported Languages:
* US English, German, Japanese, Portuguese, Chinese, Dutch, Korean, French, Italian, and
Spanish
Device Requirements:
* iPad 2/3/4 or later
* iOS 7.0 or later
* 7.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
notepiler 9 (v5.0.0) is $4.99 USD and available worldwide through the App Store in the
Productivity category. notepiler 9 lite is free on the App Store.
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Onomaly:
http://www.onomaly.com
notepiler 9 (v5.0.0):
http://www.onomaly.com/page1/page12/index.html
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/notepiler-9/id379542257
Screenshot 1:
http://onomaly.com/primages/n9Screen1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://onomaly.com/primages/n9Screen2.png
App Icon:
http://onomaly.com/primages/n9icon400.png

With headquarters in Illinois, Onomaly LLC was founded in 2008 to develop effective,
elegant, and entertaining apps that raise eyebrows for Apple iOS. In August 2013, Onomaly
LLC celebrated five years on the App Store. Copyright (C) 2013 Onomaly LLC. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, iPhone, and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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